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You've found the sweetest baby shower or new baby gift book! In this adorable board book for

newborns&#151;great for both biological and adopted babies&#151;baby elephant's arrival is

welcomed in celebratory rhyme. The sometimes sweet, sometimes silly story calls out many of the

things the new baby will learn to do during the first year.With space to write To, From and brief

message of congratulations on the inside front cover, this book makes a heartfelt gift that will be

read over and over and cherished forever.Bonus: If you add this book to a larger gift or a gift basket,

it also serves as the gift card!Also in the Year-by-Year series: You're One! and You're Two!
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i bought this along with the "you're One" book, just so i can collect them all. I get so teary eyed

when i was reading it to my almost one year old baby because all the things written there have been

surpassed by my baby. and it get me thinking, time really does fly fast.

This is the SWEETEST board book I have ever seen! It is meant to be given and read to a newborn

as he/she arrives and starts to grow up. The book has a cute but beautiful way of capturing the

excitement and love surrounding the birth of a child. The drawings are super cute.It's never to early

to start a child on the path to reading!

While this book seemed a little overpriced for its size...the content is so sweet, touching and on



point. The book looks forward to all the wonderful little milestones baby will experience in Year 1

(first tooth, first sounds/words, etc.). I love promoting reading with little ones, and one thing I've

noticed over the years is that there are children's books that kids go bananas over...and there are

several out there that grown ups can appreciate during story time whether for their humor or

sentimental message. This is certainly one of those that will resonate with grown ups. Older siblings

will enjoy it too - whether because they can recall younger siblings having experienced the baby

milestones mentioned in the book, or because they are old enough to understand that these are the

things that they can look forward to new baby brother or sister experiencing over the next 12

months. Great book to include with a newborn gift!

I love this book. It is so sweet! Elephants are one of my favorite animals because they are family

oriented and take such good care of Baby. When I learned I will soon have a little grandson of my

own, I decided to send gifts in an elephant theme, which had been the theme of his daddy's nursery.

This book was a perfect find. My son and his wife love it.

I got this for my best friend for her baby shower. She loves elephants, so this stood out to me. The

illustrations and story are ADORABLE. I also love that there are sequels to the book (You're One,

You're Two, etc.) so I can get those as part of her baby's future birthday gifts. Love it!

We received this as a baby shower gift. It was absolutely perfect and I've now given it as a gift too!

An ideal small present for a shower or to even bring to hospital. Might be good for siblings as well.

The illustrations are adorable! Also, the book is very gender neutral which makes it an ideal gift for

anyone - baby boys or baby girls and all types of parents.

The book is cute and from the description it seemed to be safe for all types of parents no matter

how they got their child. There is one line that says something about baby's first word being "mama

or dada". Doesn't work for the parents I am buying this for as a gift. Have to send it back.
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